The Risk of Exposure
Kids First will do everything we can in the gym to reduce a spread of germs. Unfortunately, The question is
when and how often will there be direct exposures at Kids First for things that are outside of our control.

Rules & Policies at Kids First
Direct Exposure at Kids First
Indirect Exposure at Kids First
Prevention
 Staff and their house hold
 Parent’s co-workers testing For more details see our original
guidelines at https://kids1stgym.com/
testing positive
positive
covid-19-changes/
 Athletes or someone in their
 Friends testing positive
house hold testing positive
 Neighbors testing positive
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hold testing positive
been in the building
Policy:
Policy:
Policy:
 Recommendation to family:
 We require all adults to wear
 Staff exposed to that person
take 2 weeks to self isolate.
masks in the building.
must have negative test
Without being there, it is hard
before returning to work
 All people who enter the
to know if the severity of the
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building must have their
indirect exposure.
days based on CDC
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recommendations
 Staff who are in contact with
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 Athletes from that group
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they can be aware to monitor
CDC.
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◦ When a temperature is
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recommendations
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 Any groups in the gym at that
 Communication to families
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facility.
 We will make sure all
 Sanitizing feet and hands of
surfaces have been cleaned as
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soon as possible

